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Weighing and measuring your safety



RON ALEXANDER



P



roper distribution of weight plays a large and important role in an aircraft's overall performance. Load your airplane improperly, and it will affect its fuel consumption, speed, rate of climb, controllability, ceiling, and even structural integrity. When building your own a i r plane, determining its weight and balance before its first flight is critical to your safety—and the safety of those who will fly with you. Take care and all the time necessary to determine accurate weight and balance numbers. Like production aircraft, homebuilts must have accurate weight and balance data when they are certificated, and when the FAA examines your completed project, the inspector will want to see your weight and balance paperwork. 50
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Most kit manufacturers and aircraft designers offer some weight and balance assistance by providing the airplane's maximum gross weight, aerobatic gross weight (if applicable), maximum baggage weight for each compartment, the forward and aft center of gravity (CG) limits, the aerobatic CG range, and the datum reference point. It is your responsibility to weigh and calculate the numbers for your airplane. Several designers also provide tables with sample weight and balance numbers showing typical loading situations. These are for your review only. Do not use them for your aircraft because the weight and balance numbers are different for every airplane, even if they are of the same make and model. • . : > . ; Just how deep must you get into



weight and balance? Deep enough



to tabulate the weight and balance data needed to get your airworthiness certificate—and to properly load your aircraft. As the pilot in command, Federal Aviation Regulation 91.7, Civil Aircraft Airworthiness, makes you responsible for determining whether your aircraft is safe to fly. Part of your determination of an aircraft's suitability for safe flight is



making sure it is within its weight and balance limits and it does not exceed its maximum gross weight. You can't determine that without calculating your airplane's weight and balance numbers. Your aircraft's weight and balance also plays a huge role in how safely it flies. Performance 6C Safety



What effects can weight and balance have on an aircraft? If an airplane is



heavier t h a n its m a x i m u m gross weight, the airplane's... • takeoff run w i l l he longer because the takeoff speed will be higher. • rate and angle of climb performance will be reduced.



An airplane's center of gravity is the



nose-down authority to recover from point where the airplane would bal- a stall. If the CG is behind its aft ance if suspended from a wire, and limit, the elevator probably will not it's the point at which the airplane's have the nose-down authority to retotal weight is assumed to be con- cover from the stall. Should the aircentrated (see Figure 1 above). craft enter a spin with an aft CG, it For safety, the CG must be within could enter a flat spin from which • loading during aerobatic flight specific limits, as determined by the recovery would be unlikely. As the CG moves toward its forwill be excessive. designer. Both lateral and longitudinal balance is important, but longi- ward l i m i t , the elevator's nose-up • cruising speed will be reduced. • cruising range will be short- tudinal balance—where the CG is control pressures become heavier between the nose and tail—is the when applying nose-up forces, and ened. prime concern. you'll need more nose-up elevator • service ceiling will be lowered. If the CG is between the allowable to maintain level flight. Because the • maneuverability will be delimits, the airplane will have ade- elevator's nose-up authority decreased. • landing roll will be longer be- quate stability and control. As the creases as the CG moves forward, if cause the landing speed will be CG moves toward its aft limit, the el- the CG is ahead of its forward limit, higher. evator control pressures become the elevator may not have the noseAn airplane's balance, where its lighter, making it easier to rotate to a up authority to rotate for takeoff— center of gravity (CG) is located, is, higher than desired angle of attack, or flare to land. Weight and balance is so critical perhaps, even more critical to the which can lead to a stall. safety of flight because the CG's loIf the CG is at or ahead of its aft to the safety of flight that the FAA cation affects the airplane's stability. limit, the elevator should have the Aviation Safety Program created a Sport Aviation
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document (FAA-P-8740-5) must add some weight on solely about it, and it offers the other side of the f u l crum (see Figure 2). The disthe following: "Aircraft performance and tance the weight is from the handling characteristics are aff u l c r u m is arm, and when fected by the gross weight and you m u l t i p l y the weight center of gravity limits. If every times the arm, you get the pilot were to understand and weight's moment, or how much force it exerts (more respect this fact, general aviaon this later). tion accidents could be reTo make sure your airplane duced dramatically. An overis in balance—that its CG is loaded or improperly balanced a i r c r a f t will require more within its limits—you calcupower and greater fuel conlate its weight and balance for different configurations sumption to maintain flight, before flight to determine and the stability and controllathe CG's location, mathebility will be seriously affected. Lack of appreciation for the efmatical proof that your airplane is properly loaded. Befects of weight and balance on cause you're building your the performance of aircraft, airplane, you will want to particularly in combination calculate several conditions with such performance reducto enable you to further caling factors as high density alti- A typical scale used for aircraft. If your scales are culate certain loads. tude, frost or ice on the wings, on wheels, make sure they are chocked securely The weight and balance low engine power, severe or so they won't move when you roll your airplane onto them. computations presented uncoordinated maneuvers, (Table 1, page 54) are for a and emergency situations, is a level. Adding any weight to the lever typical RV-8, and the basic mantra prime factor in many accidents." upsets the balance, and how much for all weight and balance computainfluence the weight has depends tion is: weight multiplied by arm Calculating Weight 61 Balance Weight and balance's best analogy is on its location on the lever. The equals moment. You f i l l in the a lever and fulcrum (think teeter-tot- greater the distance from the ful- spaces with the weights of the fuel, baggage, and occupants as appropriter). If perfectly balanced on the ful- crum, the greater the influence. To regain the lever's balance you ate, and then multiply them by the crum, the lever will be absolutely



Center of Gravity or Point of Balance



Figure 2 52
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arm to get each item's moment. (The empty weight, arm, and moment tor your aircraft are constant, and you determine them when you weigh your homebuilt, which we'll discuss next.) To determine the location of the RV's center of gravity, add up the totals of the w e i g h t and m o m e n t



columns. Then divide the total mo-



pounds is w i t h i n t h a t envelope. From these calculations we have mathematically proven our weight and balance data.



78.70 to 86.82 inches aft of datum,



off may not be the same as when



m e n t (141,827.74) by the total weight (1,691) to get the CG's location (141,827.74/1,691-83.87). The RV-8's CG range goes from



The CG's location when you take



and 83.87 falls within the prescribed you l a n d because the fuel burned envelope. The RV's maximum gross changes the weight at the fuel tanks' weight is 1,800 pounds, so 1,691 station. In some aircraft the CG



References & Terms Like other aspects of aviation, weight and balance has its own set of terms, and below are the more common ones. The definitions come from the FAA's recently updated Aircraft Weight and Balance Handbook, FAA-H-8083-1.



In eight well-illustrated chapters, the handbook teaches almost everything pilots, maintenance techni-



cians—and homebuilders—need to know about weight and balance, from theory and documentation to an excellent how-to description about weight and figuring an aircraft's weight and balance. It's available from most pilot supply stores and mail order companies.



Other good references are the FAA Aviation Safety Program pamphlet, "Weight and Balance," FAA-P-8740-



5, FAA Advisory Circular 43.13-18, Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Practices—Aircraft Inspection and Repair, and the FAA's Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics General Handbook, AC 65-9A. These documents are available from the Government Printing Office and Government Book Stores, and all FAA documents and regulations are available on CD-ROM from Summit Aviation at www.summitaviatlon.com or by calling 800/328-6280. Arm—Also called the Moment Arm and usually measured in inches, it is the horizontal distance from the reference datum to an item, such as the front passenger seats or aft baggage compartment. If the arm is measured aft of the datum, It has a plus (+) sign before the number, and all numbers will be positive if the datum is on the airplane's nose. If the datum is the wing's leading edge, arm measurements forward of this point are preceded by a minus (•) sign. Center of Gravity (CG)—The point at which an aircraft would balance if suspended at that point. It is the center of the aircraft's mass and the theoretical point where the aircraft's weight is assumed to be concentrated. Its distance from the reference datum is determined by dividing the total moment by the aircraft's total weight. Center of Gravity Limits—The extreme forward and aft CG locations (measured in inches from the datum) within which the aircraft must be operated at a given weight to fly safely. Empty-Weight Center of Gravity (EWCG)—An aircraft's CG when it contains only the items specified



in the aircraft empty weight. This number serves no purpose except to use as a basis for center of gravi-



ty computations with other items added. You calculate this number when you weigh the aircraft.



Empty Weight—The weight of the airframe, engines, all permanently installed (fixed) equipment, unusable (residual) fuel, undrainable oil, hydraulic fluid, and fixed ballast. Leveling Datum—A point on the airframe where you can place a level to determine when the airplane Is perfectly level for weighing. Maximum Gross Weight—The maximum authorized weight of the aircraft and all its equipment. Established by the designer or kit manufacturer, it is a recommended weight that you should not exceed. The Aerobatic Gross Weight is the maximum weight the aircraft structure will support at the acrobatic aircraft category's 6-G limit. Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MAC)—The average distance from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the wing. Mostly used for large, swept-wlng aircraft, the MAC is the average chord of an imaginary wing that has the same aerodynamic characteristics of the actual wing, and the aircraft's center of gravity is expressed as a percentage of the MAC, which indicates the CG with respect to the wing itself. Moment—A force that causes or tries to cause an object to rotate. This force is measured in poundinches (Ib/in) and is the product of the weight of an item multiplied by its arm. For example, 200 pounds of fuel located 40 inches from the datum line would have a moment of 8,000 Ib/in. Total Moment is the weight of the aircraft multiplied by the distance between the datum and the CG. Reference Datum—An imaginary vertical plane or line from which all horizontal distances (moment arms) are measured for balance purposes. There is no fixed rule about the datum's location. Usually it's on the airplane's nose (point of the spinner) or the leading edge of the wings. Station—A location along the aircraft fuselage, usually measured in inches from the datum. Useful Load—The difference between the aircraft's empty and maximum weight. It is the weight an aircraft can carry as usable fuel and oil, passengers, and baggage. Sport Aviation
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moves aft as fuel is consumed, and if the other weights in the aircraft are not properly loaded, the CG could be at or behind its aft limit when it's time to land. With a few simple calculations you can determine different loading scenarios for your airplane. You will want to compute sample loadings that result in these CG locations: • Empty weight CG • Typical loading with full fuel • Typical loading with minimum fuel • Most forward CG loading • Most rearward CG loading • Maximum loading with full fuel • Maximum loading after flight with minimum fuel Depending on your airplane, you may want to add other scenarios. For example, if your airplane is rated for aerobatics, you'd want to compute loadings that result in CG locations suitable for aerobatics. In either case, you calculate your airplane's empty weight CG once— unless you add, subtract, or change its fixed equipment, and then you Table 1 RV-8 Empty aircraft Forward baggage Fuel (42 gal)



Weight 1069.0 0 252.0



Accurately weighing, measuring, and computing your homebuilt's weight and balance is the first step toward ensuring safe flight, first test flight or otherwise. must figure it again. Weighing Your Airplane



To determine your airplane's empty weight and empty-weight center of gravity (EWCG), you must weigh it. And to weigh your airplane, you need to obtain the proper scales. Some builders use bathroom scales,



Arm 76.26 58.51 80.0



Moment 81525.64 0 20160.0



Pilot



170.0 91.78 15602.60



Passenger Aft baggage (floor) Aft baggage ( shelf)



170.0 119.12 20250.4 200 138.0 2760.0 10.0 152.91 1529.10



Total



1691.0



CG=83.87



tailwhee)
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141827.74



but given the importance of accurate weight and balance information to the safety of every flight you make in the airplane, borrow or rent platform scales that have been calibrated for accuracy. (Certainly the safety of you and your passengers is worth the rental charge.) In a hangar, where wind cannot blow on the aircraft and cause fluctuations in weight, weigh your airplane in its empty condition. Generally, "empty weight" means weight of the airframe, engines, all permanently installed (fixed) equipment, unusable (residual) fuel, undrainable oil, hydraulic fluid, and fixed ballast. To keep track of what "fixed" equipment you've included in the empty weight, from engine and prop to wheel pants, create an equipment list. You should weigh your airplane in its ready-to-fly configuration, meaning all the cowlings, doors, canopies, etc. are in their in-flight positions. Before you put the airplane on the scales, assemble all of the equipment you will need. This includes



Table 2 RV-8 Empty Weight CG Right wheel Left wheel Tail wheel Total CG=76.26 leading edge



Weight



Arm



Moment



509.0



68.76 68.76 251.06



34998.84 35480.16 11046.64 81525.64



516.0 44.0 1069.0



datum



record all the required weights and measurements is to create a form like Table 1 or 2. When the required weights and/or arm numbers arc filled in, you're done—with weighing and measuring. Now it's time to do some math. (To make life even easier, create the tables using a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft Excel, so it will do the math for you. As an added benefit, you can use the spreadsheet to compute your airplane's weight and balance forever. All you have to do is plug in the numbers for the variable weights like passengers and baggage.) Weight and balance math isn't hard if you remember the W&B mantra: weight times arm equals moment. Table 2 uses hypothetical numbers for the RV-8, and after you compute the moment for each wheel, you total up the weight and the airplane chocks before you weigh moment columns. To f i n d the empty-weight center of gravity, rethe airplane. When on the scales make sure the verse the W&B mantra: divide the airplane is in a level-flight attitude so total moment by the total weight. all components will be at their cor- Doing this for the numbers in Table rect distance from the datum, which 2 tells us that the RV-8's EWCG is results in the most accurate informa- 76.26 inches from the reference dation. Use the leveling procedure rec- tum (81,525.64/1,069=76.26). You may note that the EWCG falls ommended by the designer. Then record the weights indicated by the outside of the RV-8's established CG three scales (nosewheel or tailwheel, envelope (78.70 to 86.82 inches aft left main, and right main)—and then of datum), but that's okay because subtract the weight of the respective the RV won't fly w i t h o u t a pilot, : wheel chocks. . :';, '. ; 
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Weight & Balance 

rate and angle of climb perform- ance will be ... higher than desired angle of attack, which can lead to a ..... sensors, software, data card, card reader and _".1. -*.
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance 

Let's repeat the problem with a different datum in the center of the beam. Now the left-hand 3-pound weight is 5 inches to the left of the datum and the 2-pound ...
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Weight and Balance - Size 

"Playboy". Leo J. Kohn. James Frost of 4916 S. Boston. Place in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is the ... ten about the "Playboy" design .... building, free from wind gusts.
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Weight and Balance 

When finished, it will take approxi- mately fifteen minutes to unfold or fold the wings, which pivot on the front spar ... to the boat owners who bring .... constant with tapering width ... the rudders, and the movement ... Cruising speed ... .150 mp
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Weight And Balance ... By Computer 

to know about personal W & B, see your doctor. ... This discussion concentrates on the effects that weight and balance have on aircraft stability ... and limit your accessories, or build an airplane .... times, such as now, it is best to ignore them.
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance - Size 

pound-inches (45) by the total weight ... Act now and we will include an EIS engine information system from Grand ... have full oil, have only unusable fuel,.
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Light Plane Weight And Balance 

Light Plane. Weight And. Balance. By S. Wellman, EAA 4335. NEXT TO structural integrity, proper weight and balance is the most important feature of any ...
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Light Plane Weight And Balance 

organic coatings." Yet, if you buy some epoxy, bond some metal togeth ... Before I receive too many angry letters from adhesive compounders, I must say that it is ...
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Weight and Balance for the Aircraft Builder 

2720. â€¢f 1826. Â» 16104 (TM). Divide the TM (Total Moment) by the TW (Total vVelght) to ... part of the aircraft's papers and records. .... Fig. 6. SPORT AVIATION 17 ...
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Getting to grips with weight and balance - SmartCockpit 

switches below the XZ-latches allowing powered transportation of ULDs. ...... As far as fuel is concerned, the main difference between the models is that the ...... characteristics of the aircraft supplied in a database, from the assumptions set by .
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Getting to grips with weight and balance - SmartCockpit 

description of the aircraft contours is contained in the IATA ULD Technical Manual. ...... system only deals with fuel quantities and tank transfer issues. ...... As per IATA AHM 311, all individual items of load, which by their nature, shape or dens
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balance paratec 

Apr 10, 2008 - Balance data sheet. Canopy size. Minimal body weight in lbs. Maximum ... New Next Manual. R.A.G.E.. Factory Team. New Reserve Ripcord.
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Energy Balance 

d'approvisionnement axÃ© sur le marchÃ©? Devenez membre du groupebilan. BKW, l'un des plus grands de Suisse, et profitez de conditions attrayantes.
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Engine balance 

Jul 3, 2010 - Engine Balance and the Arms Race. Interesting question about the engine balance "arms race" I've shortened and edited it a little: So here's my ...
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Practical Aircraft Balance . . . Simplified 

=_____. 682#. PROOF: Orig. A/C empty weight: Added, moment due to heavier engine: H8#. Engine removed: â€” 158#. Engine replaced: 276#. 16.0". = 10,912" ...
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The Weight Thing 

bling down the runway on a hot and humid day, looking forward to being up ... When Darius attended Ercoupe fly-ins, ... Almost all had starters, generators,.
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The Weight Thing 

ground, grudgingly, gradually, and the aircraft rises lethargically above the ... with the usual desire to see how sleek their .... engine via the iPhone, iPod or iPad.
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Hardware (weight).pdf 

Email [email protected]. Nuts - Self Locking. AN363-1032 All Metal Stop Nuts - Source: Aircraft Spruce. AN363-428 All Metal Stop Nuts - Source: Aircraft ...
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BRITISH WEIGHT LIFTERS' ASSOCIATON 

Feb 21, 2009 - 3 Sandra Smith, Alan Lomax, Chris Baker, Mel Barton. 4 Arthur Baker, Sue Trebillcock, George Manners, Chris Baker. Jury. Keith Trebillcock ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Weight Factors 

This part of the lift equation can be simplified into ... question of performance becomes a huge jigsaw puzzle. ... Weight and balance play an important part in aircraft ... these performance figures based ... limits, elevator and rudder response bec
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EAA style weight watching 

in grain and feed stores (and often borrowed from them) ... scales will make the whole exercise useless. ... ship is simply the total for all three weigh points.
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gym weight evolution - Domyos 

Réalisation : EVOLUTION. + 32 / 69 88 87 89. DECATHLON. 4, Boulevard de Mons - 59665 Villeneuve d'Ascq - France. Notice à conserver. Keep these ...
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Elevator Balance - NAR Associates 

Have you ever wondered why Beech chose to use magnesium for the skins and ribs for the ruddervators on the V-tail ... Elevator Balance Copyright c 2005 David F. Rogers. ... acceleration of the aircraft center of gravity, cg, in the z direction.
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